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Abstract - In this paper we address the ability of
WorldFIP to cope with the real-time requirements of
distributed computer-controlled systems (DCCS). Typical
DCCS include process variables that must be transferred
between network devices both in a periodic and sporadic
(aperiodic) basis. The WorldFIP protocol is designed to
support both types of traffic. WorldFIP can easily
guarantee the timing requirements for the periodic traffic.
However, for the aperiodic traffic more complex analysis
must be made in order to guarantee its timing
requirements. This paper describes work that is being
carried out to extend previous relevant work [1,2], in
order to include the actual schedule for the periodic
traffic in the worst-case response time analysis of
sporadic traffic in WorldFIP networks.

l. INTRODUCTION
A WorldFIP [3] network interconnects stations with
two types of functionalities: bus arbitration and
production/consumption functions. At any given instant,
only one station can perform the function of active bus
arbitration. Hence, in WorldFIP, the medium access
control (MAC) is centralised, and performed by the active
bus arbitrator (BA).
WorldFIP supports two basic types of transmission
services: exchanges ofidentified variables and exchanges
ofmessages. In this paper we address WorldFIP networks
supporting only exchanges of identified variables, since
they are the basis of WorldFIP real-time services. The
exchange of messages, which is used to support
manufacturing message services (MMS) [4], is out of the
scope of this paper.
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process controller for that process variable or the station
that is responsible for building an historical data base).
In order to manage transactions associated with a
single variable, a unique identifier is associated with each
variable. The WorldFIP data link layer (DLL) is made up
of a set of produced and consumed buffers, which can be
locally accessed (through application layer (AL) services)
or remotely accessed (through network services).
The AL provides two basic services to access the DLL
buffers: L_ PUT. reg, to write a value in a local
produced buffer, and L GET. reg to obtain a value from
the local consumed buffer. None of these services
generate activity on the bus.
Produced and consumed buffers can be also remotely
accessed through a network transfer (service also known
as buffer transfer). The bus arbitrator broadcasts a
question frame ID DAT, which includes the identifier of
a specific variable-:- The DLL of the station that has the
corresponding produced buffer responds with the value of
the variable using a response frame RP DAT. The DLL
of the stations that has the consumed bJrlrers accepts the
value contained in the RP_DAT, overwriting the previous
value. Fig. 1 illustrates these mechanisms.
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In WorldFIP, the exchange of identified variables
services are based on a producer/distributor/consumer.
(PDC) model, which relates producers and consumers
within the distributed system. In this model, for each
process variable there is one, and only one producer, and
several consumers. For instance, consider the variable
associated with a process sensor. The station that
provides the variable value will act as the variable
producer and its value will be provided to all the
consumers of the variable (e.g., the station that acts as
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Fig. 1 - AL Services to Access DLL Buffers
B. Buffer Transfer Timings

A buffer transfer implies the transmission of a pair of
frames: ID DAT, followed by a RP DAT. We denote this
sequence as an elementary transadion. The duration of
this transaction equals the time needed to transmit the
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ID DAT frame, plus the time needed to transmit the
RP- DAT frame, plus twice the tumaround time (tr)' The

turllaround time is the time elapsed between any two
consecutive frames. Fig. 2 illustrates the concept of an
elementary transaction in WorldFIP.
rfMf:lllCOOnLength

"

Two important parameters are associated with a
WorldFIP BAT: the microcycle (elementary cycle) and
the macrocycle. The microcycle imposes the maximum
rate at which the BA performs a set of scans. Usually, the
microcycle is set equal to highest common factor (HCF)
of the required scan periodicities. Using this rule, and for
the example shown in table 1, the value for the
microcycle is set to Ims. A possible schedule for all the
periodic scans can be as illustrated in Fig. 3, where we
consider C = 97,6/ls for each elementary transaction.

Fig. 2 - WorldFIP Elementary Transaction
Every transmitted frame is encapsulated with control
information from the physical layer. Specifically, the
frame is placed between a DTR field (begin of frame) and
an FTR field (end of frame). All WorldFIP frames begin
with a control byte, which is used by network stations to
recognise the type of frame, and end with two FCS
(Frame Check Sequence) bytes, used by the frame
receiver to verify the integrity of the received frame. As a
consequence, an ID_DAT frame has always 64 bits,
whereas a RP DAT frame has at least 48 bits, and the
length of a message transaction is:

C

len(id dat) + len(rp dat) 2
+ xl r
bps

(1)

where bps stands for the network data rate and
len( <frame» is the length, in bits, of frame <frame>.
For instance, assuming that all variables have a data
field with 4 bytes (all RP_ DAT have 92 bits), if lr = 20l1s
and the network data rate is 2.5Mbps then, the duration of
an elementary transaction will be (64+80)/2.5+2x20=
=97.6I1 S (equation (I».
C. WorldFIP Bus Arbitrator Table

In WorldFIP networks, the bus arbitrator table (BAT)
regulates the scheduling of all buffer transfers. In
practice, two types of buffer transfers can be considered:
periodic and aperiodic (sporadic). The BAT imposes the
timings of the periodic buffer transfers, and also regulates
the aperiodic buffer transfers, as it will be later explained
in section II.
Assume a distributed system within which 6 variables
are to be periodically scanned, with scan frequencies as
shown in table I. The WorldFIP BAT must be set in
order to cope with these timing requirements.
Table I. Example Set of Periodic Buffer Transfers
Identifier
Periodicity (ms)

ABC
1
2
3

D
4

E
4

F
6

Fig. 3 - Schedule for Periodic Scans (Table 1)
It is easy to depict that, for this example, the sequence
of microcycles repeats each 12 microcycles. This
sequence of microcycles is said to be a macrocycle, and
its length is given by the lowest common multiple (LCM)
of the scan periodicities.
An important characteristic of the HCF/LCM approach
is that the variables are not scanned at exactly regular
intervals. For the given example, only variables A and B
are scanned exactly in the same "slot" within the
microcycle. All other variables suffer from a slight
communication jitter.
It is also worth mentioning that the schedule shown in
Fig. I represents a macrocycle composed of synchronous
microcycles, that is, for the specific example, each
microcycle starts exactly Ims after the previous one.
Within a microcycle, the spare time between the end of
the last scan for a periodic variable and the end of the
microcycle· can be used by the BA to process aperiodic
requests for buffer transfers (see Section II), message
transfers and padding identifiers. A WorldFIP BA can
also manage asynchronous microcycIes, not transmit
padding identifiers at the end ofthemicrocycle.

II. APERIODIC BUFFER TRANSFERS
The BA handles aperiodic buffer transfers only after
processing the periodic traffic in a microcycIe. The
portion of the microcycle reserved for the periodic buffer
exchanges is denoted as the periodic window of the
microcycle. The time left after the periodic window until
the end of the microcycIe is denoted as the aperiodic
window of the microcycle. The aperiodic buffer transfers
take place in three stages (Fig. 4):
1. When processing the BAT schedule, the BA
broadcasts an ID_ DAT frame concerning a periodic
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variable, say identifier X. The producer of variable X
responds with a RP_ DAT and sets an aperiodic
request bit in the control field of its response frame.
The bus arbitrator stores variable X in a queue of
requests for variable transfers.
2. In the aperiodic window· the BA uses an
identification request frame (I D_ RQ) to ask the
producer of the identifier X to transmit its list of
pending aperiodic requests. The producer of X
responds with a RP_RQ frame (list of identifiers).
This list of identifiers is placed in another BA's
queue, the ongoing aperiodic queue.
3. Finally, the BA processes requests for aperiodic
transfers that are stored in its ongoing aperiodic
queue. For each transfer, the BA uses the same
mechanism as the used for the periodic buffer
transfers (ID DAT followed by RP DAT).
It is importantto note that a station-can only request
aperiodic transfers using responses to periodic variables
that it produces and which are configured in the BAT.
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B. Setting the Bus Arbitrator Table

Following the HCF/LCM methodology to build the
BAT, the value for the microcycle (,uCy) is chosen as:
(3)

,uCy = HCF(TPi)
1=1,.. I1p

where HCF stands for the highest common factor and
corresponds to the following value:
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Fig. 5 - BA Management of Aperiodic Buffer Transfers
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where N is the number of microcycles that compose a
macrocycle. Using the LCM rule, N can be evaluated as
follows:

l

Fig. 4 - WorldFIP Aperiodic Buffer Transfers
WIt
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In this paper we consider that all aperiodic requests
concern the use .of the application layer service
L_ FREE_ UPDATE. reg ( ID_ *, Urgen t), thus, only
the urgent queues (both at the requesting station and at
the BA) are considered. Finally, it is important to stress
that the urgent queue in the BA is only processed if, and
only if, the BA's ongoing aperiodic queue is empty, as
detailed in Fig. 5. It is important to note that at the end of
a microcycle, a transaction is processed if, and only if,
there is still time to do it.

Table 2. BAT (using RM) for Example of Table 1
Microc de
bal[A,cycle]
bal[S,cycle]
bal[C,cyc/e]
bal[D,cycle]
bal[E,cycle]
bal[F,cyc/e]

A. Model for the Periodic Transfers

VPi = (TPi ,CPi)

(2)

where TPi corresponds to the periodicity of VPi (assume a
multiple of Ims) and CPi is the length of the transaction
corresponding the buffer transfer of VPi (as given by (1».

(6)

i

The BAT can be easily built according to a rate
monotonic (RM) algorithm [5]. In [6] the authors show
how the RM can be adapted to encompass the WorldFIP
characteristics.
For the example of Table I (with CPi = O.0976ms, Vi)
and considering the RM algorithm, the BAT is:

III. RESPONSE TIME OF SPORADIC TRAFFIC

Assume a system with np periodic variables (Vpi' i = 1,
..., np). Each periodic variable Vpiis characterised as:

Jv

=
,
<J>
<J>
Tpi / /iCy
Tpi / /iCy

2
1

0
0
0
0
0

3
I
I
0
0
0
0

4
I

0
I
0
0
0

5
I
I

0
I
I

0

6
I
0
0
0
0
0

7
I
I
I

0
0
I

8
I
0
0
0
0
0

9
I
I
0
I
I
0

10 II
I

0
I
0
0
0

I
I

0
0
0
0

12
I

0
0
0
0
0

where bat[i,j] is a table of booleans with i ranging from 1
up to np, and j ranging from 1 up to N (number of
microcycles in a macrocycle).
Below we give the pseudo-code. details of the
algorithm for building the BAT using the RM scheme.
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The algorithm gives whether all traffic is schedulable or
not (line 21). In the algorithm, the vector load[ ] is used
to store the load in each microcycle as the traffic is
scheduled. It also assumes that the array Vp[ , ] is ordered
from the variable with the shortest period (Vp[l, ]) to the
variable with the longest period (Vp[np, D.

3.

and the time the buffer exchange request for variable
Vaj stays in the BA's ongoing aperiodic queue till the
related ID_DAT_Ap / RP_DAT pair of frames is
processed in an aperiodic window.

D. Upper Boundfor the Dead Interval

Rate Monotonic for Building the BAT

function rm ba t i
input:
np /* number of periodic variables */
Vp[i,j] 1* array containing the periodicity of the */
/* variables */
/"" ORDERED by periodicities */
/* i ranging from 1 to np ... /
1* and the length of Cpi, j ranging from 1 to 2 * /
]ley
1* value of the microcycle */
N
1* number of microcycles in the macrocycle * /
output:
bat[i,cycle]
/* i ranging from 1 to np */
/* cycle ranging from 1 to N T/
begin
1:
for i = 1 to np do
2:
cycle = 1;
3:
repeat
4:
i f load[cycleJ + Vp[i,2J <~ )lCy then
5:
bat[i,cycleJ = 1;
6:
load[cycleJ = load[cyclel + 1;
7:
cycle ~ cycle + IVp[i,lj div)lCy)
8:
else
9:
10:

cyclel = cyclel + 1;
ctrl = FALSE;

11:

repeat

12:
13:

14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:

20:
21:
22:
23:

i f load[cyclell + Vpli,2) <= )lCy then
ctrl ~ TRUE

end if:
until Ictrl = TRUE) or
(cyclel >=Icycle + IVp[i,l] div)lCy)));
if cyclel>= Icycle+ (Vp[i, 1J div )lCy)) then
bat[i,cyclelJ ~ 1;
load[cyclelj ~ load[cyclelJ + 1;
cycle ~ cycle + IVp[i,lJ div)lCy)

else

/* MARK Vpi NOT SCHEDULABLE * /
cycle ~ cycle + (Vp[i,11 diV)lCy)
end i f

24:
end i f
2S:
until cycle> N
26: end for

The upper bound for the dead interval in a station k is
related to the smallest scanning period of a produced
variable in that station. It is important to note that a
periodic variable (Vp;) is not polled at regular intervals,
since there is a communication jitter inherent to the BAT
setting. Therefore, the upper bound for the dead interval
in a station k is:

where JVPi is the maximum communication jitter of VPj'
The following assumption is inherent to (7): a local
aperiodic request is only processed (setting the request bit
in the RP_DAT frame) if it arrives before the start of the
related ID_ DAT. Hence, the term CPj is included in (7).
Below we give the pseudo-code details of the
algorithm for the evaluation of the communication jitter
associated to a periodic variable. This algorithm is the
basis for the evaluation of the dead interval in a specific k
station.
Assuming the variable set of table 1, with all Cp; =
0.2Ims, the value for the communication jitter for each
periodic variable is:
Table 3. Communication Jitter for Table 1

return bat;

Note that by using the RM algorithm some of the
variables with longer periods can be scheduled in
subsequent microcycles, thus inducing an increased
communication jitter for those variables.
C. Assumptions for the Aperiodic Traffic

We define the worst-case response time for an
aperiodic transfer as the time interval between placing, at
time instant to, the L_ FREE_UPDATE. reg (ID_ Vai,
urgen t) in the local urgent queue and the completion
of the buffer transfer concerning the aperiodic variable
Va; in a BA's aperiodic window. The response time
associated to an aperiodic buffer transfer includes the
following three components:
1. the time elapsed between to and the time instant when
the requesting station is able to indicate the BA (via
RP DAT, with the request bit set) that there is an
ap;iodic transfer request pending. We define this
time interval as the dead interval of a producer
station;
2. the time that the request indication stays in the BA's
urgent queue till the related ID_RQ / RP_RQ pair of
frames is processed in an aperiodic window;

Identifier
Comm. Jitter (ms)

ABC
D
E
F
o 0 0.21 0.21 0.58 0.79

- evaluation of the maximum comrn. jitter of a periodic var
function Jitter;
input:
np
Vp[i,j]

output:

/* number of periodic variables */
1* array containing the periodicity of */
I*the variables */
/* i ranging from 1 to np * I
/* and the length of Cpi, * /
/* j ranging from 1 to 2 */
pCy
1* value of the microcycle .., /
N
1* number of rnicrocycles in the * /
1* macrocycle * /
bat(i,cycle} 1* i ranging from 1 to np *1
1* cycle ranging from 1 to N *1
J[il
1* maximum polling jitter of variable VPi */

begin
1 : for i == 1 to np do
2:

3:
4:

/* Evaluate number of hits of variable Vpi * /
hits == 0;

5:

for cycle = 1 to N do

6:

if bat[i,cycle} :;:: 1 then
hits"'" hits + 1;
end if
end for;

7:
8:
9:

10
11

12
13

14
15

/* Find first hit in a macrocycle .. /
cycle == 0;
repeat
cycle == cycle + 1
until bat[i, cycle] == 1;

16
17
18
19
20
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/+ Find last hit in a macrocycle
cyclel = N + 1;

repeat
cyclel = cyclel -

1

*/

21
22
23
24
25:
26:

27:
28:
29:

30:
31:
32:
33:

34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

41:
42:
43:

44:
45:
46:

47:
48:
49:

50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:

58:
59:

until baCfi,cyclel]

=

I:

/* Evaluate time span between the last hit in a */
/* macrocycle and the 1st in a sUbsequent * /
span = (N - cyclel + cycle - 1) x pCy;
load par = 0:
for] = 1 to i - 1 do
i f bat[j,cycleJ = 1 then
load par = load par + Vp[j,2J
end ifend for:
span = span + load par;
load par = 0;
forj=ltoi-ldo
if bat[j,cyclelJ = 1 then
load par = load par + Vp[j/2]
end ifend for:
span = span + LuCy - load_parl;
1* Evaluate time span between each of the hits * /
/* within a rnacrocycle * /
for k = 1 to hi ts - 1 do
cyclel = cycle:
repeat
cyclel = cyclel + 1
until bat(i,cyclelJ = 1:
spanl = (cyclel - cycle - II x pCy:
load par = 0;
for"] = 1 to i - I do
if bat[j,cycle] = 1 then
load par = load par + Vp[j,2J
end i f end for;
spanl = spanl + (pCy - load_pari;
load par = 0:
for] = 1 to i - I do
i f bat[j,cyclelJ = 1 then
load par = load par + Vp[j,2j
-

60:
61:

end ifend for;

62:
63 :

spanl = spanl + load_par:

64:

if spanl > span then

65:

span

=

interval (ABI), since all aperiodic windows within the
microcycles are used to process aperiodic traffic.
It is also clear that to process all those na requests, the
aperiodic windows will perform alternately sequences of
(ID_RQ / RP_RQ) and (ID_DAT / RP_DAT), as the BA
gives priority to the ongoing aperiodic queue (see Fig. 2).
If all the aperiodic variables have a similar length, Ca·
may be defined as the maximum length of all the (I D_ RQ
/ RP RQ) and (ID DAT / RP DAT) transactions
conce-;:-ning the aperiodiC traffic. Therefore, the number of
transactions to be processed during the ABI is 2xna,
corresponding to the set of ID_ RQ / RP_ RQ transactions
and the set of ID- DAT / RP- DAT transactions.
With these assumptions, the analysis for the worst-case
response time for the aperiodic traffic is as follows.

F. Worst-Case Response Time
The worst-case response time of aperiodic transfers is
function of the network periodic load during the AB1,
since it bounds the aperiodic windows length. The length
of the aperiodic window in the t h cycle (l = I, .., N, N + I,
..) may be evaluated as follows:
np

aw(l) = !iCy - L(bat[i,l *]x CpJ

66:

end if;
cycle = cyclel;
68:
end for:
69:
J(iJ = span - Vp(i, IJ:
70: end for
return J;

67:

with bat[i,l*) as defined in sub-section III.B, and
1* = [(1-1) mod N] + 1. Therefore, the number of
aperiodic transactions that fit in the t h aperiodic window
is:

E. Aperiodic Busy Interval

nap(l) =
The worst-case response time for an aperiodic variable
transfer occurs if, when the request is placed in the BA's
urgent queue (d after to), the queue is already with
requests for all the other aperiodic variables in the
network. We consider that:
L for each aperiodic variable a request for
identification must be made, and thus the network
load is maximised;
2. and that those requests will start to contend for the
medium access at the begin of the macrocycle:
critical instant.
We also consider that all aperiodic traffic has a
minimum inter-arrival time between requests, which is
greater than its worst-case response time. Therefore, no
other aperiodic request appears before the completion of a
previous one. Hence, the maximum number of aperiodic
requests pending in the BA is na, with na being the
number of aperiodic requests (to different station can
require an aperiodic buffer transfer of a same variable)
that can be made in the network.
We define the time span between the critical instant
and the end of the processing of aperiodic requests that
are pending at the critical instant as an aperiodic busy

(8)

;::::]

spanl

l~~.*)J

(9)

The number of microcycles (N) in an ABI is then:
N'

N'=min{'¥}, with '¥=Lnap(I*)I\'¥~2xna (10)
1=1

that is, the minimum number of microcycles within which
the number of available "slots" (each "slot" with the
length of Ca*) is at least 2xna.
Below we give the pseudo-code details of the algorithm
for the evaluation of the number of microcycles of an
aperiodic busy interval.
- Number of Cycles of the Aperiodic Busy Interval
function ney apbi:
input:
na

np

output:

pCy

/* number of periodic variables */
/* number of aperiodic variables */
/* value of the rnicrocycle * /

batU,l]
ca

/* i ranging from 1 to np * /
1* length of any aperiodic transaction */

cp

1* length of all periodic transaction */
/* number of cycles of the abi */

ncy_abi

begin
1:
cycle = 0:
2:
na dUX = 0;
3:
rePeat

4:
5:

cycle = cycle + 1;
count p = 0;

6:

for i-= 1 to np do

7:
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i f bat[i,cycleJ = 1 then

8:

9:
10:
11:

count p = count p + 1;
end if;end for;
aw = ~Cy - count p x cp;

G. Example ofAperiodic Traffic Scheduling

12:
na_dux = na_dUX :; aw div ca;
13: until nd_dux >= 2 x na;
14: ncy abi "" cycle;
return
abi ;

ncy_

Knowing N', the length of the aperiodic busy interval
(len_abi) may be evaluated as follows:
len_abi = (N'-I)x pCy+
+

Assume that a system configured for 6 periodic
variables (table 1), must also support 9 aperiodic buffer
exchanges. Assume also that the length of the each Vpi'
Vi is CPi=Cp=0.0976ms, and that for sporadic traffic
Ca"= O.Ims. If the BAT is implemented as shown in table
2, transactions concerning the 9 aperiodic variables are
in Fig. 6.

~(bat[i,N*]XCPJ+( 2x na- ~nap(I*))XCa*O I)

where Ii~I,.,np(bat[i,N*]xCpi) gives the length of the
periodic
window
in
microcycle
N',
with
N*=[(N'-I) mod N] + 1, and (2xna-I/~I"N'.lnap(l*»)xCa*
gives the length of the aperiodic window, concerning the
aperiodic busy interval, also in microcycle N'.
Below we give the pseudo-code details of the
algorithm for the evaluation of the length of the ABI.

IPeriodt;EJemertaTyr~L6"1l1Ih.periodicttl1lll;

D

ID_RP,RP_RQTrBn#ldi:Jnl.etVIh~trBlft;

Fig. 6 - Example of Aperiodic Traffic Schedule

- Length of Aperiodic Busy Interval

IV. CONCLUSIONS

function len apbi;

input:

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

npna
/lCY
bat!i,l]
ca
cp

output:

ncy abi
len=abi

number of periodic variables */
number of aperiodic variables * /
value of 'the microcycle */
i ranging from 1 to np * /
length of any aperiodic transaction */
length of all periodic transactions * /
number of microcycles of the abi .., /
length of the' aperiodic busy interval * /

begin
1: /* determine number of aperiodic transfers in */
2:
/* the ncy abi - 1 microcycles '* /
3: for cycle;; r to ncy abi - 1 do
4:
count_p ::=: 0;
5:
for i =: 1 to np do
6:
if bat!i, cycle) ~ 1 then
7:
count p =: count p + 1
8:
end if 9:
end for;
10:
aw = pCy - count p x cp;
11:
na aux = na aux
aw div ca

12: end for;

-

In this paper we addressed the ability of WorldFIP to
cope with the real-time requirements of distributed
computer-controlled systems (DCCS).
This paper describes work that is being carried out to
extend previous relevant work [1,2], in order to include
the actual schedule for the periodic traffic in the worstcase response time analysis of sporadic traffic in
WorldFIP networks.
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